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A Different Approach to Evaluating Health Effects from Radiation Exposure 

1 2 3 V. P. Bond , C. A. Sondhaus , and L. E. Feinendegen 

ABSTRACT 

Absorbed dose D is shown to be a composite variable, the product of 

the fraction of cells hit (F) and the mean "dose" (hit size) z to the hit 

cells. D is suitable for use with high level exposure (HLE) to radiation 

and its resulting acute organ effects because F = 1.0, so that D 

approximates closely enough the mean energy density in both the cell and 

the organ. However, with low-level exposure (LLE) to radiation and its 

consequent probability of cancer induction from a single cell, F is <<1.0 

and stochastic delivery of energy to cells results in a wide distribution 

of single hit sizes. As a result the expectation value of z is constant 

with exposure, so that only F can vary with D. However, because D is the 

mean organ- and not cell dose, the apparent proportionality between this 

quantity and the fraction of cells transformed, obtained with LLE, is 

misleading. It does not mean that any (cell) dose, no matter how small, 

can be lethal. Rather, it means that an exposure of a population of the 

constituent relevant cells of an organ results in a linear increase in the 

number of cells dosed, but not in cell dose. The probability of such a 

dosed cell transforming and initiating a cancer can only be greater than 

zero if the hit size ("dose of energy") to the cell is large enough. 

Otherwise stated, 1f the "dose" is defined at the proper level of 

biological organization, namely, the cell and not the organ, only a large 

dose to that cell is effective. The above precepts are utilized to develop 

a drastically different approach to evaluation of the risk from LLE, that 

holds promise of obviating any requirement for use in this region of the 

principal components of the present system: absorbed organ dose, LET, a 

standard radiation, RBE, Q, dose equivalent and rem. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Radiation is one of the few, if not the only aeent of interest in the 

health sciences that spans the entire range from constituting an ubiquitous 

environmental agent of concern, to being an effective therapeutic agent for 

the control of cancer. These charactt:!ristics place the former in the realm 

of public health including accident statistics and epidemiology (Ph); the 

latter in the discipline of pharmacology, toxicology, and medicine (Md). 

The same sets of characteristics that separate low-level exposure (LLE) to 

radiation from high-level exposure (HLE) require that the primary 

independent variable be the amount of exposure to agent-carrying objects 

(charged particles) in the environment of cells for the first; but mean 

dose to the organ or other cell sys tern for the second. 

The basic radiation quantities and uni ts in current use and defined by 

the ICRU (1) were developed during that era in which a central theme was 

·therapeutic uses and thus early acute effects on an organ or a tumor: 

clearly in the Md realm. Thus, the description and quantification of these 

effects of HLt could, and still can be comfortably accommodated by those 

quantities and units adopted early during this period. The principal 

variable was, and continues to be organ or tumor absorbed dose, on which 

depends the fraction of organs or tumors responding quantally (i.e., an 

all-or-nothing change of state, from one of functional, to essentially 

permanent dysfunction or death). 

However, this state of affairs was not achieved without considerable 

discussion and disagreements about how the "amount" or quantity of 

radiation was to be defined. In the physicist's eye, this quantity was 

either the number of energy-carrying particles per unit area per unit time 

flowing from the source, or al terna ti vely the total energy flow from a 

source, per unit area, i.e., either the particle or total energy fluence, 

or a parameter of these variables. However, from the physician's 

standpoint, these quantities expressing the strength of either the 

radiation sour-ce or field were considered to be irrelevant: what mattered 

was that energy actually absorbed in tissue. In fact, the "skin erythema <ie 

dose" unit of radiation "aruount" had already been invented and used, which i,. 

by-passed any physical measurement beyond the duration of time spent in a tn~· 

radiation field calibrated against such a "biological dosimeter". epf. 
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Ttie two vie·.is 1.1ere t:!Vent•J;;lly resolv<:d, but only ':lftt::r th<=' S•!cond 

meeting o[ tile ICRll in 1923 (l). At thls ~dth~rinl', the "qu'lntity" of 

l(-rddiation was defined as tht:! Roentien, equal, 1o1i th addi tion':ll de ta.lled 

specifications, to one el~ctrost<itlc unit of char.:;.: in one cc of >ilr. It 

.:>eems evident tht:1t the word "quantity" was ineunt t<> be int~rpreted in tfze 

pliysical sense, i.~., as a 111easL1re 0f the field or source .:> tren0th. 

Howt?ver, due tn part to ambiguity among the wor.:ls "alllQunt", "quantity", and 

"dose", 1:ir1d in p<irt to the fiict that a tr and tissue h~ve close tu the sa:;1e 

electron density, the physicist's "quantity" of radl.<1tlon was ~pprox:imatcly 

t:!qual-, or proportional to the physician's "amount", i.e., dose. Thus 

almost immediately tl1e R.oeutden was widely described as the unit of x:-ray 

"dose". The ICR.iJ in time endors~cl this preem;>tive move, as evide'l.ced by 

the l'lter adoption of the "rcp" and then the rad, with di1i.ensions of energy 

per unit mas.~, as the unit of abi:;orbed dose. fiowever, the qu'1ntity 

exposure, with the Roenteen as the unit, was retained. Wit!i. i•~;:iroved 

ins trumentatton and the use of ph3.ntoms f.:ir measurer.ient in depth, t!1is 

system has con tirwed to 1>1ork well for HLF..:, even :.ihen hieh-LET r::id I.at lone, 

necessitatine tht:! ui>e ,,f the concept of relative biolo0 lc>1i effo.:tlveness 

(RBE:), wen~ introduced into the r;:idiotherapy of tumors. 

The basic principle involved in the above dei>cribea controversy can be 

stated as follo1o1s: For a physiclJtn (or anyone) to cstimat•~ the probability 

of a serious or lethal consequence of stochastlc agent transfer, preferred 

is an evaluation of the severity of injury i:;ust:1ined by the casualty. 

Lackine this, >.1n estLoate of the dose of the offendi'lE age'lt is the next 

fall-bacl< po$ltion. Exposur~ is of little or no help in this regard. That 

is to say, needed for prognosis evaluation is an object-oriented quantity 

tMt relates to •11.dt h t-.apptmlue in the individual of concern, b<:: that 

individual an orean or a c~ll. 

Low-Level Radiation Exposure 

It ..,as observed quite early the1t cancer could result from HLE. 

However, only much later was it 1o1idely appreciated that the "single 

c~ll-origlnating" et'fects, cancer and herit;ible effects, must :llso ~ taken 

-;ertously, even at very low doses, or larger doses ::it very low dose t-it~s, 

i.~., following LLE. It was also apparent that the basic phenomena 

tnvolvad fell into the cateeory of Ph, particularly its subdisciplin~s of 

epldemiolos,y and accident statistics. However, no effort was made to 
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Jdj11st t11e ba.-:;1::: •1ua111:.ities ~md unito; ::is ,le:~anded by thi:; rlitterent 

Jiscipline. li1L3 decision pre•l.ito::G th.;! fi.11di11~ that •no3t hur.H:1 tuu;.HS .:ire 

"l•J•10clvn'll and thus pr<i!:HL.1..ihly slni:;le cell in or15i11. Tt·.e use ol ..,hs;>rt;e;; 

d::>se also bP.came standard :Jr'l·:tice with studit:!S usin~ "si:n1Jlt:! cell" 

prepar<!tior.s. !fore;; definel1 cell poµul3tio•1 can be regarded as tile 

"::;ystt:m" to which an "ot·,:;an \lose" v.in be applied. 

However, serious conceptu~l and operational dittlculties were 

encounter':!d. while a riu:nber of these :)ro~le•:is will be ti~ta i l~<l later in 

t:iis com:r,unicntion, th!:! ini tfa.l objective 1::; siinply to indic'ite the !Jaslc 

reason for the difflcnlties associdted "11th this ltte•npt to use the old 

cuncepts and quantl ties 11pprupriate for HLE, for LLE th'it r<lquires Ph 

concepts. r\ new approach to the evalu'\ tion of risk frou1 Ll...E, and 1 ts 

.;.pplic'l tion ar{,! t!~en presented, fol lo;.Jing wl1ich t;ie net hod of applica t iori 

ls described. This is fol lv,Je<.l by c; 1aore cetai led and technical 

description of the underlying concepts and methorjologies. Amor~ detailed 

critique of the pr~sently use<.! "do&imetric" system ls then 3iven. 

The princiral point of th!:! proposed approoch is not necessarily to 

;;ilter t!ie estimates 0f the risk. ot ex:posure as derived using t-oresent 

1netl1odol.;.gies, althou~li such >t result is µrobable. l\.ath1::r, it is to show 

that the p'!:esent Md frame"1ork in which LLF. risk assess1aent is presently 

C'lst ls conceptually 1.napproµriate 'ind rnisleading, and should be replaced 

by one appropriate for Ph. 

The Problem and the ~ew Approach 

A f-'\c t cen tr'i l Lo tht:: need for ~ new approach t<J LLE. risk eval ua ti on 

will "lt this point simply be statt<I, ~nd th•rn later cJeinonstrated. This is 

that the absorbed dose D to an org'in can be shown to be proportlonnl to, 

and a dependent parameter for tlie quantity exposure of tht: CP-11 population 

comprisir1e, the cler..ents of the organ system, expressihle in terms l)f the 

p':lrameter pattlcle fluence. That ls to say, D is ;irvi.iortional to the 

nurnb~r of 1>rirnary p;;irticles per untt area, which ls a descriptor of the 

r;;id lat Lon SQU rce, and of th!:! r:ld i:i tlon f leld in 1o1hich the ce 11 pop ult. tion 

of an organ or other cell population of interest ls exposed. Thus, in the 

typical organ dose-c.:ll response curves shown in Fi~. l, the absorbed dose 

shown on the abscissa should be reg:irded conceptually :ilthough not 

numerlc:illy, as the exposure expressed in term1:> of particle fluence, to 
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Fig. l Conventional absorbed dose-cell quantal response 
functions for radiations of a wide range of qualities 
(from Ref. 2). It ts im.llcated on the abscissa that 
the absorbed dose, in cellular terms, translates with 
LU:, into number of hits/cell (the numerical value given 
for hits per cell, which ch!inges 1o1ith radiation quality, is 
for: x-rays only). 

Thus the b~slc problem appears to be conceptually identical to that 

encountered by the e.<ir:ly physicians who wished to know t.ht: dose to the 

orga11. The radiobiologlst concerned with the :study of singli? cell-

in1 ti.ated effects must be interested lo the numb-er of cells dosed at dll 

and in amount <.>f ent!rgy deposited in the individual cells--not with 

physical qwmtlties that relate only to what may be in the environment of 

the cells. 

The solutlon to this problem must lie in the same appr:odch used by th~ 

physicians, i.1ho had no direct way of determinine the dose that th12 living 

tumor or norinal tissues were receiving from a eiven exposure. That is to 

say, since the requirement is to estimate the doses to livine cells, the 

characteristics of a "cell phantom" wust be outlined, However, in doing so 

one rnust keep in mind that, unlike the early (and present) physicians who 
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'J?(.!r::lted in 3n Md mode, tl1e pr•:Jble•~ 1111.1st he approached trolil the Ph, Le., 

::?;Jider.iiologic:\l and accident statistics c;tandpoints. This is, of cours~, 

because any transfer of radiation ener,?;y to the individual eel ls takes 

;il,1ce only as a result of stochastic (i.e., rlue to random processes) 

encounters or collisions between a char3ed particle and a tar3et-cuntaining 

volume (TCV) within the cell. Thus 1.:e first need, with LLE, the 

(fractiorvil) number of cell3 hit. Also, bec:lllse energy is deposit~d ln the 

Tt:V in separate, d l" c re te an1oun ts, we nt! ::!d 11 l so the a rnoun t of energy 

cie;rnsited, i.e., the "hit size" or "cell dose". The magnitude of the cell 

cose V'Hies greatly from cell to cell, and ranges fro1n zero to the r.;3xir.iun1 

-ir;iount of kinetic energy C'irrled by tht' p.3rtlcle. In other words, the 

dose, to be relevant, must be re31stered in individuals at the level of 

biological organization at ·.Nhich the initiation of the response of interest 

0ccurs. The irr.portant conclusion is that, while with HLE only the one 

:,hysic'il quantity organ dose is required f.or risk evalu:ition, witn LU .. at 

le.'ist two separr1te quantities are needed. 

The first requir·:!ment, to be able to registec the number of cells hit 

and rfosed de1rine any given exposure period, can be accomplished if the 

t)hdnto"' response is determined electronically. This provides toe t~ short 

recovery time needed in order that many hl ts per cell can be recorded 

(t.e., if an array of phantom cells registers a total of x hits during an 

exposuri:! timl'.! t, then a sin3le "rapidly recovering" phantom cell will dlso 

register x hi ts during a time xt). This property of the phantom wi 11, wi tl1 

use of the appropriate sc;ilin3 L:tctor, provide us with the first of at 

le'ist two probabilities needed in principle for epidemlologic11l evaluation, 

namely, the number of hi ts per eel l, equal numerically to the probability 

th'i t a ce 11 wi 11 be h1 t, dosed, and injured. 

Next, the [>h'lntom must record separately every discrete hlt on the 

phantom cell, as well as the amount of the energy deposited. That is to 

say, it rmst provide the distrlb•1tion of the r.iagnltudcs of the energy 

deposits in the cell TCV's, or ti1e cell doses. This distribution of cell 

doses must be ohtainable for any given exposure to a single type of 

radiation, or any mixture. 

The electronic phanto11, arranges the stochastically delivered cell 

doses neatly in order uf increasinr, magnitude. Thus we have th~ ex::ict 

analoeue of what ls commonly used in prtarmacology and toxicology to 
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cunstruct an organ dose-organ response curve--a r.r~ded series of cell 

doses, which in principle perllli ts ui:. to develop a function for the 

(fractional) nuJTJber of hit. cells that will respond <JUantally, at t:!"ICh value 

of cell dose. This function provides the cor;aitlonal prob-:tbilities that, 

1f hit, and if a dose of a given r.iaenitude ts received, a given cell 1.1111 

respond quantally. Thus this function is t~ cell analueue of the "orean 

dose-nrgan response" curve. Such curves have been c1e rived for se 11e ra 1 

cellular end points (3). l.Je thus have three 1Jrobabilities to be ev<Jluated, 

1) that, with a glven amount <.)f exposure, a cell will be hit, /.) tri1:1t the 

do">e to t~ cell will be of a given size, and '3) that the cell will respon<1 

quantally. It is these probabilities that permit the estinatlon, f0r a 

given ex:posure, of the fraction of those exposed cells that will respond 

quantally. 

An example will help to cl.:irify the above statements. In Fig. 2 .::ire 

shown sche1t1atically three distributions of cell doses from stochastic 

w 
z 
..... 

:i:: 
z 

Cel I dose, z 

a.O' 
II 

x 
z ..... 

O' z 

Fig. 2 Scher.iatlc distributions of cell doses for three levels 
of exposure to a radiation of a given quality or mixture. tlote 
that only the areas under the dis tr.i bu ti on and not the shape 
increase with exposure. The smaller distributions in the lower 
rlght reglo11 result fro1i1 multlplyine the larger distributions by 
the HSEF shown. 
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;iarticle r.ulli"lions, tor I'\ C-t•Hation of a dt:!fi~ed qu'lllty. l~ote that .-iS the 

·~Xil•)SUrt:! i:1creases, nei th~r the ·ne,.in n•1r the :riaxlwlm of the distrtbutioas 

cha11:;es--lt is only the HCci} under tht:! .Jtstrlbutions, i.e., the nur.1Ler of 

exposed r.~lls hit, that incre'1s~~. Nnte ~lso that each ~istribution 

;:-,~!H•;sent.'i ;i gr'.lded series of cell aoses. Also shown is the S-shaped 

c-.1rve, an HSCF (hit-size effe::ttvcness function), the rel'ltionsnip 

Jls::ussed ab•)ITC thAt provi".!es the probability of '1 quant'11 response as & 

functior. of the cell rio<><:. U the r.~11 dose distrlb•Jtlon is r.mlti.plied by 

ti1e HS[f, the r~sult wi 11 ~ t!-ie correspondingly 111arked smaller 

distribution, under the lac~el'.' on~. The :1rea under the smaller 

<!istrlbntion provides the sini.:le and deter1aining end point in quantitative 

epider.tiology or risk assessr.tent rel!ltP.d to single cell-initiated endpolnts, 

LP.., the fraction of tl10se cell:; cxµosed during a given exposure that 1.1ill 

I<:::s1,ond q uant~ l ly. 

What h3s been referred tu above as a "cell phantom•• actu>illy i& much 

more th"ln the cell an:ilogue of an organ phantom. Rather than simply 

.let1~rnine ·'1 dose to a single cell, it provides not only the risk that a 

cell ·.iill he dosed :ind that dose t.1ill he of a given size, but also, with 

t!1e w;ff, the probdbili ty that that dose will result in a quantal 

respon5P.. Thus the phantorr. •nieht more apfn:opriately be called a "cell risk 

·net•!r", rather than a "microdosimetE:!r". 

:~ow that the basic outlines •)f the µro{Josed approach h;:i.ve heeu rut 

forth, tl-ie necessary n;ore det.-tiled lnforma tlon on ench ele;;ient of the 

overall approac~ Cln be pr.?vf<led. 

Dose Confused wtth Exposure 

111 .::irde r to exiJla l n and ex tend ti~ abovt: title :ina s ta telilents, 1 t is 

useful first to demonc;tr;ite the relationship between the absorbed dose to 

the ocgAn syste•n and that to the cellular elements of tliat systell\. This 

can 11'! done "!S follu¥1s: 

\ 

D -
z z --- } ( _!_~ __ -+:_ _, __ _l_g_ __ --

·. ~~E / 
\. 

zF*, 

,.. d - t f i >-z is e:sicnateil z ln lCRIJ publications tu Spt:!Cl y that the me:in s to 

hit eel ls only. 
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the me.'in is to 

in which <: ls a single energy deµosi tiori in the t;3l'.'8tt-contairiins volu.ne 

{TCV) of the cell, t.e., the "cell riose"; Nll and Nr: 3re the nun,b~r of 

hit and exposed cells, r~spectively, and F is the rrobab1llty of <1 cell TCv 

recetvine .::in energy deposit durlng exposure E, equal riurneric~lly to 

~H/NE. 

~owever, it is well known from physics that, 

F !!it 
E 

(2) 

in which 0 is the field stre11~tt1 1r~asured as fluence r-'ite {units of 

particles cm-2 t-1), which expresses the rate of exposure (of celh) to the 

energy-conveylne char zed particles; tE ls the exr'>sur~ time; ~ is the 

fluence to which the total exposure is numet'Lcally equal; and c- 11; the 

••cross section••, Ot' constant of proportional1 ty. Thus, substituting 1n 

Eq. (1), from Eq. (2), 

D (3) 

-in which z = k because, with stochastic energy deposition, and LLE, the 

ex pee tat Lon value of the r.iean cell dose is invariant with exposure. 

l::q. (l) conflr•!lS that stated above, namely that D to the organ system 

is not il dose to the ~11, 'ind that fts equivalent is r1::quir<:!d for the 

level of ~lologtcal organizatioq, tRe cell, that is appro?riate to the 

"late stnele-cell lni tlated effects" of LLE, muta3enesis and 

carcinogenesis. D conceptually hecom~s the exposure of the cell 

vopulation, to which NH/NE is proportional, that is to S.<iy, the 

"object-oriented quantity•• Nli/Nt::, as seen in Eq. (3), is proportional 

to the primary independent .. field-oriented" variable ~he exposure E, for 

which ~ can ~ used as a parameter. 

With D becoming 1 conceptually, a rational basis for tlie 

"linear-non-threshold .. relationship is provided. Although fro1.i 

toxicvlogical principles a purported llnear relationship between dose 3nd 

the pt'obabili ty of a q11ant<1l response tends to defy crerlul1 ty, such !\ 

relationship be tween exposure E and the number of ( s tochas tica lly) aosc::d 

individuals, or of those showine a quantal response is quit~ rensonabl~. 
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The fact that D is effectively exposure and not dose also provides insight 

into 1o1hat the basic problem is when one attempts, as is done in Fie. 1, to 

express the biolo3ical raspouse of cells in terms of a stnele variable, 

i.e., as E, or the proportional parameter D. This is depicted in Fig. 3, 

the lo...,er panel of which shows conceptually two of the curves given in 

Fig. l. In the upper panel ls a three-dimensional schematic, on the 

exposure-~lq/Nr.: plane of which is depicted the same curve and labeled 

points shown in the lower panel. On the Nq/Ni:;-cell dose plane are the 

cell dose distributions, i.e., the relative numbers of cells dosed, as a 

function of the cell dose, z. 

... z .... 
" z 

Fig. 3 A three-dimension~! schematic plot, designed to sho~ 
that any single point on a given conventional absorbed dose-response· 
curve does not represent a single value of cell dose. Rather, ; 
each point, for any quality radiation, represents an entire 
distribution of cell doses, as shown on the plane representing 
Nq/NE VS z. 
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It then becomes addi tlonally clear that each point on the linear curve 

d0es not represent a single value of cell dose, with all dosed individuals 

having received nominally the same value, as is implied ln the term 

"dose-response" curve. Rather, each point equates to an entire 

distribution representing groups of cells with different doses. Such 

distributions are implied in Eq. (l) showing that D = zF, in that 

obviously, to have a z, there must l::!xist a corresponding distribution. The 

number of dosed cells at each value of z represents a gradl::!d series of eel l 

doses, identiclil in concept to such a series used in '1d to determine the 

probability of ao organ response curve as a function of dose. 

A Cell Risk Meter: Hicrodosimetry 

"tticrodosime try", al though originally applied only in the context of 

the techniques devised by Rossi et al. (4-6) to ll'~asure the number of hits 

per cell and their magnitude, has now been extended to include both 

instrumental and calculational approaches to det<:!rmining the sam.: 

quantities.l It is perhaps more illuminating to describe the instrument 

approach. 

A microdosimeter can be regarded as simply a proportional counter 

containing tissue equivalent gas. Even though the counter may be 

centimeters in diameter, partial evacuation and suitable sc>Jling perm! ts 

ready simulation of subcellular volumes of several microns in diameter. 

Each time a particle impinges on or travet"ses the instrument, a single 

"hit" is registered, aud the size of the resulting "event", measured in 

1The idea of discC"ate, stochastic high-density energy depositions resulting 
from radhtion exposure probAbly originated early with Dessauer's "point 
heat" theory (7) and was certainly well appreciated by Lea (8). However, 
these ideas were not formally developed until the "microdosimeter" was 
invented by Rossi ( 4-6). Its use has been more in the context of a 
substitute for the quantity LET, to describe energy depositions within a 
non-anatomically defined "gross senslti~ volu111t::" within the cell. The 
idea of a "cell dose" was probably first applied practically by Bond and 
Feinendegen (9), and developed in NCRP Report No. 63 (10). Tne pr.:.ctical 
appllcation of the mlcrodosimeteC' as a cell phantom with "1hich 
stochastically delivered cell doses could he determined is relatively 
recent (Bond et al., Feinendegen et ~l., Refs. 11-14). 
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ter111s ot the :,;ize of the ion cascade, 1<> taken as the rna3ni tu<le of the hit, 

1.~. the "hit size" or cell dose. Thus, one obtains not only the 

distributi)r1 of the stochastici'llly <lelivered hit sizt:!s, but ctlso tht:! tutal 

nurr.ber of discrett:! hits for tht:! elven ainount of exposure. Since the 

inc; tru1nent represents 'i single eel 1, the readout can be in tt:!rms of 

hits/e)(;)Osed cell. The micro<iosil11~ter registers essentially all impln3lng 

char3ed particles. However, with sc~llng factors as large as 103 , and with 

extremely sm:-\ll exµosures, lt yr-'>viuea the ratio hit/(hit plus unhit) 

cells, i.e., the fr<tction of exposed cells hit at lenst once. It can 

quantify "intersrersed" partidl body radiation, in .ihich i>orne contiguous 

eel 13 are hit and otl1ers :ire not. l\n additional important c.:haracteris tic 

of stoch:=tstic cell particle encounters is time rate. The mean time between 

dose deliveries can be v~ried at :..1ill. Thus a single ct::ll TCV can be 

subjected to frl)l<1 none up to a very laree number of encounters, in an 

arbitr~rily short period of time. 

E)(amples of microdos1metric distributions, for radiations of three 

LET' s are shown in Figure 4. The amount of energy delJOSited has been 

design:ited the "specific energy" (4-6), 1o1ith dimensions the same as those 

of absorbed dose, namely, energy/mass. However, because of the need to use 

the noun additionally as both an adjective and verb, and for brevity, it 

, .... 
I I 

TCV Diam. Sf'>m I I 
6.0 I I 2 MeV n I I 

I \ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

60co, !\ 14 Me\/ n I 

2 4.0 
,. 
I 
I 

I 
0 I I , I 
i: 

' \ z 
2.0 I -

I 

J 
' 

o.o 3 
/. 

10- 10-I 101 
103 

HIT SIZE z (rod) 

Fig. 4 Hicrodos1metric z distributions for three radiations 
of different qualities. N•)te that the variance of the mean 
value can be quite large, and that the distributions overlap. 
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has commonly been called a "hit". Also, with the di;imeter ot the TCV 

specified as a nucleus of 8 mlcroris i11 diameter, the term "element3ry dose" 

;ind often simply "cell dose" havf::! been employed. "Kit", "hit-size", and 

"cell dose" will be used here interchangeably. 

Althoueh it ls also useful to distinguish between stochastically 

delivered as opposed to ;:>lanned doses, this is to avoid confusion and not a 

substantive requirement. In othl::!r words, all else beine equal, an organism 

has no physiological means of determining whether a given -33ent transfer 

has occurred stochastically or by plan. 

It is only becauiJe of the H-bove-outlined capabilities of 

rnicrodosimetrfc 111ethods that the substantial advantages of usin~ the 

cell dose approach can be realized. The instrument is "completely blind" 

to the type or energy of the ~diation particle restionsible for the eiven 

energy deposition. Thus the nuinber of hits and the hit sizes are 

"object-oriented" quantities, on which the ex:tent and severity of etfect 

resulting from radiation exposure depends. In other words, in principle, 

it is unnecessary to know anything about the nature of the field in which 

the hiologic'll material is exposed. The large advantage of this lies not 

only in that it usually is quite difficult practically, even for the most 

"pure" of radiations, to determine tht: field streneth in terms of the 

fluences and energies of the different tyves of particles. In mixed 

fields, it is often essentially impossible to define adequately these 

variables. Even if defined, they are too remote from the biological eftect 

to ?e S3tlsfactory for quantltative prediction purposes. Mlcrodosimetry in 

principle obviates any requirement for their ~asureroent. 

The companion advantage of using microdosimetric methods is that, in 

permittint, measurements to be r.iade at the time of stochastic events, they 

in effect turn the ~bstract risk of being dosed, and cell doses, into 

concrete values. Even thouBh it is usually not possible to desi3n/jte which 

11 vlng cell h hit, or to assign any p.:trticular cell do.se to sny 3iven 

cell, it is possible to state accurately the relative numbers that were hit 

at any given value of cell dose, for any given ex:posure. Thus one has 

essentially all tht! information that one has in pharrnacology ~nd 

toxicology, in which the number of individuals at any ~iven dose level is 

known precisely, and from which the (fractional) num~r of quantal 

responders can be determined. 
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with the above digression, "1e can now return to Fi~. -'· It ls clear 

fr0m the fi.3urt~ that it i!'> incomplete and misleadine to present the data in 

t~rms of a "line3r-no-threshold" relationship. Rather, as shown also in 

Fit:. 2 the clata should be pr~sented 'lS distributions of hit cells, the 

area of the distribution representing the tot~l amount of exposure. lt 

then becomes clear that what is needed to evalu-'lte the number of hit cells 

that will respond '1u::intally ls the cell equivalent of an orean-do!'>e 

r"!sponse curvi:, L,e., a relationship that will [>rovide tl1e probability of 

a cell qu-'lnt::il response, as a function of incre"lslng cell dosP.. Such a 

function, termed a hit-size effectiveness function (HSEF), has heen 

developed (11-14). Dile such curve is shown schenatically as t~e S-shaped 

curve ln Fi~. 2. An ActuRl curve for chromosome 3bnormalities, derived 

from the d:\ta in Fig. 1, is sho:.rn in Fig. 5.(3). The use of these curves 

is now discussed, fol bwing which the l r derivation is sunmari zed. 

I-

~ 0.8 ... ... ... 
~ 
~ 0.6 
::> 
0 

... 
0 
)- 0.4 
1-
:J 
iii 
<( 
m 
~ 0.2 
a.. 

CH2Bz CELLS 
chromosome obnomalities 

(Slr.arsgard l 

01~0===;2;c;o~~!t;o:=,'-='5'="0-'-:::10~.J..100~--2_:00.___300J 
y/keV·~m-1 

Fig. 5 An H~tF derived frt)m the data shown in Fig. l (from 
Ref. 3). Tl-ie two curves ::ire for different chromosome aberrations. 

Use of the HSEF 

The use of the liSEF is shown schematic~lli in Fig. 2. For any one 

combination of cell hit size distribuLions shown, one simply 

<listr1bution by the HSEF, i.e., the number of hit cells 

"lultiplied by the corresponding point ">n the HS'El''. The resulting 
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the fraction of hit cells respondinr, q11ant31ly at eC1ch cP.11 dose point on 

tlie •ll~tribution obtained with lLE only, -'ire shown as tht much Sr.ldller 

dis tdbutions 1.11 thin the larger ones. The :uea un.Jet each of the smaller 

distributiv•1s yields the tvtal fr;i.::Uon of c>xpos~J c.:lls responding 

quantally, for each of the exposures marked E-1, E-2, and E-1. It is this 

fraction, of exposed cells responding quautally for ri [;lven a1uount uf 

exposure, that is the end prorl.uct 0f tht risk ev<iluatton. It ls the total 

actual result ln the elven cellular system, ·i.e., the excess tnci<ience, in 

that system, of transformed cells resulting from the given exposure. Such 

..i v11lue can be obtained in this :nanaer for any amount of exposure to I\ 

r"idiation of any LET, or rnixtur~, :..1lthout any requirement to utillze the 

"linear, non-threshold" function required ln the currently used approach. 

However, it may he useful to show how the proposed approach can be 

tied into, but differs from the present system. This ls illustrated ln 

Fig. (;. The li11ear curve in the left hand panel perllli ts one to determine 

the number of hit cells, or the ri:ik of a cell being hlt, for a given 

.. 
0 

r------i 
t z 
t 
I 
I 

kl I 
kl I F a: 
::i I 
"' .. 
a: I 0 
)( 
kl t, ~ a: 
0 
i., 

..: 
Dl•kE) I ' I I I I I I I .. I I 0 I I .. I AREA• lq 

I z I L------
Fie. 6 Schematic plot showing the use of a nocmalized z 

distribution. Multiplication of this distribution by the 
HSF.F permits one to es ti1Date the fraction of cells 
responding quantally (solid circle on the curve macked 
Iq in the left pane 1}, from the fraction of ce 11 s hit 
and dosed (open circle on the curve marked f). 
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exposure E (the open circle on the curve marked F). This single curve is 

for any LET radiation, or mixture., obtained with LLE only. The hit size 

distributions for the siven radiation are provided in the upper. right hand 

corner. ]his distribution, as opposed to those in Fig. 2, is normalized to 

1.0. If this distribution is then multipled by the HSEF, shown in the 

center right panel, the product will represent the distribution of 

quantally responding cells, shown in the right lower panel. The areas 

under this distribution represent the nu1nber of hit cells in the upper 

normalized distribution th3t respond quantally. Multiplying this value by 

the number of hit cells given by the open circle in linear curve F in the 

left panel yields the total incidence Iq of quantally responding cells, for 

exposure E, shown as the solid circle on curve Iq. 

It is emphasized that the "normalized distributions" approach depicted 

in Flg. 6 is for illustrative purposes only. Neither "linear, non

threshold" relationship, nor distributions for different LET's need be 

referred to or used in practice (it is superfluous to provide a curve for 

the risk of a hit versus exposure--the distribution of hit sizes 

suffices). That is to say, for any given exposure, whatever the LET or 

mixtures of LET's, only a single distribution would be recorded by the 

microdosimeter. Direct application of the HSEF would yield the required 

"risk coefficient", Thus, in practice, the cell dose approach could 

otvlate the need for multiple "dose responst:" curves (Fig. 1), and it could 

replace the concept of LET entirely. Conceptually, the "T" in LET is not 

the averagt mean of the energy depositions in tissue. Rather, it refers to 

the amounr.s of energy deposited in the cell TCVs--the cell doses. 

The approach described above applies strictly only tQ LLE and to 

"simple cell" systems. Since at lelist the bul~ of human cancers are 

monoclonal, and thus presum3bly of single cell origin, an HS~F could also 

:·_ ·: 
.~ 

l 

0 

1 
• i:;. 

be determined for carcinogenesis in mammals. However, the HSEF would apply~"!: bJ 

only to those malignantly transformed cells, for a ~iv~n exposure, that ~:-;. en 

were expressed as a cancer. Required additionally would be a relationship 8 £ 

for the incidence of expressed cancers as a function of the total number of·; di· c 

transformed cells. It is possible, with present advances in the 

identification of cell types, that this relationship could be determined 

directly. 
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Derivation of the HSEF 

The derivation of the HSEF is described in detail elsewhere 

(3,11-13). The basic input information consists of quite accurately 

determined organ absorbed dose-cell responsE: data, for a series of 

radiations cover~ng a wide span of ~ualities. In addition, it ls necessary 

to have quite accurately determined mlcrodosimetric data, that will provide 

both the number of hi ts per cell and the hit-size distributions. These. 

distributions overlap, as can be seen in Figure 4. It is reasonable to 

assume that hits of a given size in a small enough target will have the 

same effectiveness, independent of the hit size distribution of origin. 

The effectiveness of the different distributions can then be obtained, and 

the regions of overlap provide independent information on the effectiveness 

of the individual hit sizes. It is then possible, by an iterative 

deconvolution process, to arrive ultimately at an HSEF that most accuratel_y 

fl ts the input data. 

This derivation is purely empirical, i.e., it is independent of 

assumptions or theories about molecular or other subcellular mechanisms of 

action of the radiations. lo other words, most if not all of available 

111odels or theories of radiobiological action begin with assumptions about 

mechanisms, e.g., that double strand breaks may be responsible for some or 

all of the cell transformations observed. In deriving the HSEF, on the 

other hand, only observed quanta! responses are used. 

Anomalies in the Present System 

Several anomalies in the set of typical cell "dose response" curves 

shown in Fig. 1 can be pointed out immediately. For instance, although the 

response is of individual cells, the "dose" is the average for the entire 

organ. It is taken to be axiomatic that the stimulus to an individual, be 

it a cell or an organ, must be measured at the same level as the initial 

biological response. Al though the effe9tive agent is ~urported to be 

energy, Fig. 1 shows a number of "dose ~esponse" curves for that same 

agent. Alsot as seen with lithium ions, the same particle but with 

different energies results in markedly different curve slopes. In fact, by 

suitable choice of particle and energy, more and 010re curves can readily be 

added to the set until the roughly triangular area representt!d by the 

curves is filled in completely and constitutes an area (Fig. 7). This 

shows the fallacy and futility of the present dose-response curve-RBE 
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systeint i.e., ont! needs in principle a separatet empirically determined 

"curve", for a3ent carriers (p;:irticles) of every conceivable type and 

energy, so that any gener<ili ty of the RBE concept is lllusory. Thus severe 

com~romises must ht! made in order for the system to be work.3ble at all. 

Fig. 7 Schematic based on Fig. l, indlcatine that, 
wit'1 LU:, one can in princ1.ple fill in cor.ipletely the 
"trian~ular area" represented by the fa:nily of curves 
sho1m ln Fi::;. l. This Cin be done simply by approprl'l te 
choices of particle ty~e and energy. The plot indicates 
that any discrete values of RBE t:.at may be derlvet! from 
the t:urves in Fig. 1 are arbitrary .:ind unique to 
a particular set of circumstances. This indic'l tes the 
need for a different approach, such as t~at involvl~ the 
HSEF. 

Th~ fact that the curvP.s can fill an -1rea als" indicates that an 

ad<1itinnal variable is involved >iS :.:ell as 'ln uneitpr~ssed coritinuous 

function. Th.3t is to say, the t:1ree-dimension"il plot in, Fig. 3 ls 

r.equir.;.d, This missinL; variable has been thought to be LET, P.xprt!ssed as 

keV iim-l in tissues, However, it h'ls long been well appreclatt!d th;it Ll::T 

ls not ."ld~qu;ite for the pur;;iose. It ls clear froin the above discussion 

that this missi03 functfo.i is not LET, ln the sense of transfer of ent!rgy 

to tissue<>. P.3tht!r, the transfer is quit~ 5pec1flc--to the cell TCV, to 

coristitute cell dose. Thus high- anrl low-LET r3diatloris might ht!tter be 

char~ctertzed as large- and small c~ll dose-productne r~dlatioris. 
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High-Level Exposure 

The above discussion has referred principally to "lo•-level" 

exposure. The differences between low- and high- level exposur~ are shown 

in Figure 8, for a low-LET radiation only. The heavy solid line, first .. 
horizontal .>ind then diagon11l, ls for the specific energy (cell dose), vs. 

the absorbed dose to the organ. The upper dotted line 1.s for the fraction 

of cells hlt, Le., the nuinber of hits per cell, as a function of organ 

absorbed dose. 
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Fig. a Relationship hetueen the specific energ:y, l.e., cell dose, as well 
as the fraction of affected target-containing volumes 111 thin a cell, and 
the organ absorbed dose in Gy. Note that at Virge organ doses, cell and 
organ dose approach belng equal, and the variance becomes s:uall. At low 
oq~an doses, the expectation value of the cell dose becomes constant, 
al though the vari>tnce of that mean ls quit'! large. At these low organ 
doses, it ls only the fr~ction of cells hit and dose<l that can increase 
with organ absocbed dose. 

\.lhere the solid line becor.ies diagonal, in the upper large-exposure 

part of the curve, each cell has rect!ived a large number of hits. If one 

calls the summation of energy densities fro;:i these multiple hits the "cell 

dose", then it ls clear that even though the 1.ndividual hits const1tutin& 

that "dos~" vary greatly in size, the v1riance of the mean will become 

smaller ::ind smaller. There ls then no re.::ison to ~valuate separa to:ly the 

risk for each discrete hit. It is adequate, for pn:1cticiil reasons, simply 
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to iJse the rrean energy density ln the organ as the absocbed dose. In other 

words, ln these high-expostlr~ regioni>, the cell dose and the oq~un dose 

are, for all practical purposes, identical. One can then char<icterlze and 

i;irer!ict th; probability of a blologic.-tl response in the cell population, or 

ln the organ itself, in tt:!r111s of a single parameter, the a~sorbed dose D to 

the organ. 

However, at the bend in the c11r11e, the exposure splits into 

inde~endent components, the mean cell dose z and the number of hi ts per 

•:ell, F. Note that the expectation value of z, even t:1ough the varLrnce ls 

L1rge, remains const3nt, so that the ouly cellular parameter that can 

increase wi tJ-1 increasing exposure is F, the nurnher of hi ts ~r exposed 

ce 11. Thus, :..rl th LLE, nei th~r the dose to the eel ls nor the :nean dose 

Increases; it is only the nuriber of cell'! dos~d that C':lll increase. 

W!"li le LLE has its counteqHrt in the m"lcro 'ICC1<lent situation, in 

whi.::h only a small fraction of :ln exposed human population is hit with 

lncre.'lsi11g e>::posure, there is no an::ilor,ue of tlLE exposure ..,i th m3cro 

<\CCl•!ents. The reason for t!"lis is that, for pt"actic:ll ::ind ethl.c'il reasons, 

if t~e >1ccldent rate in :1. glven population lncreases above a very small 

fr:tctlor. per year, even drastic 'ICtfon l.s likely to be taken to effect a 

decrease. 'with racHittlon, on the otlv:?r hartt!, the <t.cclde•1t rate can be 

increased 'lt will, so th;;it any given cell can readily be subjected to 

doze11s or •nore accidents, in t~ cou::-se of minutes, seconds, or less. It 

le; only hec'1use of tiiis fact, which 11\aY permit inter':lctlons b~tween the 

eff~cts of the hits bt:?fore reprl.lr c•m take plSlce, that the "quadratic" 

term, seen only with hi3h-level exposure of cells tu low-LET radiation, 

ex ls ts. 

The tr::insltlon from low- to high-level radiation exposure is depleted 

iii Figure 9, for cell lethilllty only. N•)te the initi<tl line.:tr lr1crease lu 

t.'1e tu: r1gion, in the nuir.~er of quant.)l r~sponders as :i function of D. 

'Rl"c"!use o~ mul t lple hl ts a'lrl inter>tctlve processes, the curve rises r,;i thc:!r 
-~

St.~eply beglnnine in the tr~nsition zo'.le, so that a l::irse frdctlon oi: organ:'~ 
':It.\, 

cells have been killed 'lS one enters the HLE re~ion. 1n thls re3lon, some :<!' 
·:.:.. of the Qrg::rns and therefore the organisms, at a given value of O, will fail·.~· 

functionally dnd di~, "1'lr1 the fr'l·:tlon will increase to unity "lS D 

l11cre;ises. l\r,ain, t'ie large,;t difference between the two C"egions is that 

..ilth HU·. the tocus Ls on th~ i'1dl\lldu1l, anrl the sl:lzle J?-"lra1~eter I; ls 
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adequate to evaluate the average probability of the quantal r~sponse at .,fflY 

given dose D. With LLE, on the other hand, each point oci the curve shown 

c~prt:se11ts an entire population of cells, and the interest focuses on how 

1:iany lo that porrnlation will be sedous!y injured or killed. rie.ce the .. 
number of ct:lls hit, the distribution of hit sizes, and an HSEF, are 

required for risk_ev~lUdtion. 

~ I 
I ZONE 

--t 
LLE l 
---, 

F<< 1.0 I 
I 

0 

HLE 

F .. 1.0; i .. 0 

Fig. 9 Schematic showing the transition, for cell lethality, 
from LLE where absorbed dose is not appropriate, to HLE where 
it is. Key is curve A, which is both an ex:posure-quant11l 
(lethal) response function for cells, and a dose-effect curve 
for the next highest level of biological or3anlzation, tht! 
organ. At low exposures the focus is on evalu'iting tht! numb~r 

of cell ele1nents responding quantally. At l:tree expos1.1res th~ 
focus ls on the degree to which function of the cell sys te1u, 
the organ, has been compromised by massive cell killing. This 
determines the probability of the organ, and t~refore the 
org~nlsm responding quantally (lethally). 

Relationship bet~een RBE and the HSEF 

As seen from Eq (1) above, the organ ahsorbed dose D is equal to iF. 

the RBE, 1o1lth LLE, is simply the ratio ot iF for the standard 

r"ldiatlo'l, divided by zF for the test high-L!::T r-ldiation, llowever, since F 

vari~s with radiation qu11l1ty, the v.:tlties of F should be m<lde equ::tl if RfiE 

is to be a measurt= of the irif luencd of quality only, as indlc-i ted by 
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the w1lue of z alone. Then t~ RUE 1o10uld be simply the ratio of the value 

of z for the stand'\rd, to that of the high-Ll::T radiation. 

The result ls shown in Fig. 10, in which an HSEF, i.e., tl-ie .. 
probability of a cell responding qusntally, Pq, vs. z is plotted. In using 

the HSEF, the entire distribution of z ls u1ultiplled by the HSE1'' to obtain 

values for the cell risk from <s r"tr.li<itlon of any quality. However, <lS. ~en 

lu t~ F1g, the RBE utilizes only the me'ln values uf z, and as such the RBE 

ratio provides :tn indicdtioo of ti1e effectiveness of a radhtion that 

delivers predo1nlnsntly high cell doses, relative to the standard that 

delivers essentially only small cell doses. Thus it is seen that the RBE 

ls 'it bt!st simply a crude methorl of apvroximating in stepwise fashion what 

an iiSCF ;>resents as a continuous function. It ls coflceptually qu-estlonable 

hec:1use '15 used it is a conf,;anded ratio, l':lnd emyloys only average values 

of call do-SP., The latter would be vall<J only if the cell risk were 

proportional to Ctlll dose, which it clearly is not. 

N -0 

RELATIVE 
BIOLOGICAL 

EFFECTIVENESS 
(RBE) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

.. 
zh 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~---kCRBE) ----->t 
I I 

zf 

z 

fig. 1() r.ell\tlonship between the HSl';f ~nd RBE, tak~n l\S t~ 

ratio of z for the standard, to that for a high-LET rar.ll~tlon. 
The RBE is a crude Rpproxim~tlon to the HSEF, in that it is 
the ratio 0f the mean of the relatively large Cl!ll doses 
deliveted by a l1lc;h-LET r~dlRtion, t.o the ~an of the relatively 
low cell doses delivered by the low-L~'T standard r~dlation. 
S.ac text for additional explanation. 
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DISCUSSlON 

The above-presented cell dose approach to radla tion risk evalu'.1 tion 

differs drastically from that presently used. Cell populations and the 

energy deposited in each cell replace the orean and organ dose concepts. A 
• 

Ph and statistical mechanics approach to evaluating cell-charged particle 

lnter3ctions, replaces the Md approach currently used. Mean values of LET 

in tissues ls abandoned in favor uf use of the HSEF to evaluate risk to the 

single cell. Object-oriented physical qu,rntities that are closely related 

to cell damage replace the more remote field quantities, Thus 

distributions of cells, the HSEF, and the associated distribution of 

quantally responding cells replace "linear, non-threshold" relationships. 

The approach, in prlnclple, appears to be far more coherent, internally 

consistent and logic~l than ls the present system that must employ various 

factors and various versions of "dose equivalent" to permit it to be 

operable at all. The present system could in principle obviate the need, 

while LLE, for radiation quality and LET; field quantities; a "standard 

rad la ti on", linear "dose et f ec t" and "dose response" relations hip; risk 

coefficients; RBE; Q, dose equivalent and rem. 

The proposed approach embracing the HSEF per mi ts the es ti ma ti on, with 

any e~posure, of the (fractional) number of cells in the individual that 

are transformed. Assuming all exposed normal individuals have 

approximately the same number of relevant cells, . ..,e then can have, in 

principle, a population of individuals ~1th known and equal numbers of 

transformed cells. With a graded series of exposuces, these numbers could 

then be correlated with cancer incidence, in animals or in human beings. 

The result would be a relationship for cancer risk as a function of the 

number of transformed cells in the 1nd1 vidual. 

HSEF's for m!lcro accidents, although they 1n be and ·are obtainec.i in 

experiments in which stochastic energy transfer s simuLl ted, 1Jre not used 

or even referred to operationally. The obvious reason is that a qusntal 

response which rnay result CRn be readily observed, so that neither a dose 

concept nor dose-response relationships are requlred for practical risk 

evaluation. Similarly, quanta! responses of cells can, in a10st laborato<y 

experiments using "single cell systems", be obs~rved promptly, Thus it 1 s 

only for appreciably delayed responses, such as cancer or herl table 
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defects, that C'i cor.iplete ap-pC'<.1ach to risk assessment at the time of 

e~posure must involve the HSEF for cells. 

Since t~e H.SEF approach cvuld r1::y lnce the present approaches us int; LET, 

it has significance with respect to differences in "track structure" seen 
• 

"'ith radiations of differen-t "quality". Some of the severity of cellular 

effect that ·has been ascribed to Lt:T a11d track structure differences, may 

well be due to a difference in dose to the cells. with lfOSt, [>Srtlc11larly 

planned transfers of chroraosomal asents, it has been more or less generally 

accepted that a larger dose will be more effective per unit dose than a 

smaller one, apparently with little or no necessary requirement ooing 

perceived to investigate why. 

The interpretation of s "line~r., non-threshold" curve (tor exposure 

and not dose) also changes with th1:: HSEF apprdach. Th9 t i~ to say, 

f•>llowing any amount of pop11l3 tion exposure, there of couC'se can be 

stochastic inteC'actlons with healt'-. consequences. It is tC'Ue that "any 

amount", 1.~ •• as little as a single encounter, could be leth~l. However, 

the conditions for this are 1) one must fiC'st ildv~ ex:pe•ienced such an 

encounter, and 2) it must he of a size such that the dose tLansferred is 

la•ge enough to have some taneible probability of causine a quantal 

response. 
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